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DMARC – Less Than Meets The Eye

DMARC Standard

On January 30, 2012, dmarc.org released the new DMARC standard for email.1 Contributors to the 
DMARC standard include Agari, American Greetings, AOL, Bank of America, Cloudmark, 
Comcast, Facebook, Fidelity Investments, Google, LinkedIn, Microsoft, PayPal, Return Path, TDP, 
and Yahoo!.

DMARC stands for “Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting & Conformance.” DMARC 
provides important extensions to the existing email authentication standards by providing automated 
and standardized methods to process messages that fail email authentication. DMARC explains the 
significance of this enhancement:

A DMARC policy allows a sender to indicate that their emails are protected by SPF and/or 
DKIM, and tells a receiver what to do if neither of those authentication methods passes – 
such as junk or reject the message. DMARC removes guesswork from the receiver’s 
handling of these failed messages, limiting or eliminating the user’s exposure to potentially 
fraudulent & harmful messages. DMARC also provides a way for the email receiver to 
report back to the sender about messages that pass and/or fail DMARC evaluation.

Let’s look at an example. If a phisher spoofs “paypal.com”, the real email address of PayPal, the 
bad guy cannot send email from PayPal’s email servers. Because the bad guy can’t use the real 
email servers, the fake paypal.com email will fail authentication. Before DMARC, webmail 
services such as Hotmail, Yahoo! Mail, AOL, Mail and Gmail lacked a systematic way for senders 
to tell them what to do with emails that failed authentication. This is where DMARC comes into 
play. If PayPal is using DMARC, webmail providers will know that PayPal wants them to reject the 
fake “paypal.com” email.

DMARC – What Is Missing

Included in the DMARC specification2 is this:

2.2.  Anti-Phishing

This document is significantly informed by ongoing efforts to enact large-scale, 
Internet-wide, anti-phishing measures. Whereas DMARC can only be used to 
combat specific forms of exact-domain phishing directly, the DMARC mechanism is 
viewed more importantly as a substantial step forward in terms of creating reliable 
and defensible message streams.

1 http://dmarc.org/
2 http://dmarc.org/draft-dmarc-base-00-01.html
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Specifically, DMARC does not attempt to solve problems related to use of Cousin 
Domains or abuse of the RFC5322.From "display name".

A “Cousin Domain” is3 

A DNS domain that, when rendered by a Mail User Agent (MUA), looks similar to, or can 
lead users to believe the domain is associated with, another name. For instance, 
"vendor5.example" would be a Cousin Domain of "vendors.example". This is a common 
tool in a homograph attack.

With this in mind, consider another example. What does DMARC do if a phisher uses a deceptive 
email address instead of “paypal.com”?  Consider the example of paypa1.com, where the last letter 
is really the number one instead of the letter el. Because the deceptive domain is not paypal.com, 
the deceptive domain is not governed by the authentication records of the paypal.com or the 
DMARC instructions for paypal.com. The authentication records and DMARC instructions for 
paypal.com govern only paypal.com and not the other hundreds of millions of domains that exist 
and will be created. DMARC will have no impact on paypa1.com emails.

Recipients Can Augment DMARC

While DMARC can deny bad guys the use of the actual domains of trusted senders, DMARC 
cannot stop bad guys from using domains that are not the actual domains of trusted senders. 
DMARC will not stop pay-pal.com, ebayaudit.com, or the myriad of other deceptive domains that 
bad guys will dream up. What is needed is a service that can distinguish real from fake email, 
regardless of the methods that phishers use. That service is eMail ID  for consumers and SP Guard 
for businesses.

email ID for Consumers                                                                    SP-Guard for Businesses

eMail ID and SP-Guard modify the email client’s display to provide an obvious visual indicator of 
the identity of the sender of email. 

This is an example of SP-Guard being used with Outlook, the popular business email client, in 

3 http://dmarc.org/draft-dmarc-base-00-01.html#terms_and_defs
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which a company called “MyCo” is marking their internal messages as well as those from trusted 
partners such as their law firm. Note especially the last message, though seemingly benign, is a 
spearphishing message and is not marked as authentic:

The message is not marked as authentic because the sender is not MyCo. The SP-Guard interface 
assists the recipient in avoiding being fooled by well-crafted highly-targeted emails. 

The services from Iconix provide the recipient with three easy to recognize confirmations that a 
message is real:

1. List View. There is an integrity indicator in the list view of the email client.
2. Message. The open message has a further indicator of authenticity.
3. Mouseover. Mousing over the authentication indicator in the message prompts the display of 

a certificate that further identifies the sender.

email ID and SP-Guard are available now from Iconix. 
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